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Optical consequences of long-range order in wurtzite AlxGa1ÀxN alloys

S. V. Dudiy and Alex Zunger
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~Received 22 April 2003; published 9 July 2003!

The effect of 1:1 long range order on optical properties of AlxGa12xN alloys is investigated by means of
first-principles calculations combined with large-scale atomistic empirical-pseudopotential simulations. We
propose an intra-band mechanism of ordering-induced band gap reduction for different optical polarization.
The scaling of band gap reductions with order parameter is analyzed. Our simulations of inhomogeneous
ordering suggest that coexistence of ordered and random domains may explain the large magnitude of the
observed redshifts upon ordering.
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Spontaneous CuPt ordering of otherwise rand
zincblendeIII-V semiconductor alloys1 ~e.g., GaxIn12xP) re-
sults in doubling of the unit cell into an alternate monolay
superlattice (GaP)1 /(InP)1. This cell doubling foldsnon-G
bands onto the Brillouin zone center, creating new opti
transitions due to such inter-valley~e.g.,G-L) coupling. The
recent discovery of 1:1 long-range ordering inwurtziteIII-V
nitride alloys AlGaN2 ~Ref. 2! and InxGa12xN ~Ref. 3!
brings a new aspect into ordering, as here the cell size d
not increase upon ordering, so only intra-band (G-G) cou-
pling exists. In this Rapid Communication we~i! explain the
intra-valley mechanism of band formation for wurtzite orde
ing, ~ii ! show that large (;1 eV) ordering-induced band ga
reduction will not occur in AlxGa12xN, unlike what might be
expected from extrapolating the currently measured gap
duction to full ordering, and~iii ! suggest that the coexistenc
of ordered with random domains in alloy samples may
plain the observed large ordering-induced red shifts.

Depending on the growth method and conditions, a nu
ber of different types of long-range ordering in AlxGa12xN
alloys can occur.2–7 The 1:1 type of ordering2 is most com-
monly occurring, even in the presence of other chemica
ordered structures in the same sample.5–7 Here we choose to
focus on the 1:1 ordering,2 in which the cell size does no
increase. This allows us to isolate the unusual inter-va
mechanism of band formation from the better known ba
folding in larger period supercells.

In contrast with the zinc-blend structure, the wurtz
structure~space groupP63m1) has two cation sites per un
cell, T1 andT2. In a perfectly random AlxGa12xN alloy there
is equal probability to find an Al or Ga atom on either
these sites. In the ordered alloy the probability for Al ato
to be on theT1 sites,P1

Al , is different from that on theT2

sites,P2
Al :

P1
Al5x1h/2, P2

Al5x2h/2, ~1!

where h5uP1
Al2P2

Alu is the long-range order paramete
0<h<2x, being 0 for random and 1 for perfectly ordere
Al0.5Gal0.5N. The space group symmetry is nowP3m1.

Although the experimental information8–10 on how order-
ing affects AlxGa12xN optical properties is still quite limited
there are indications that partial ordering (h;0.3–0.6) re-
duces the band gap of AlxGa12xN alloys by up to a few
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tenths of eV.8–10 Based on general theoretica
considerations,11 the band gap reductionDEg(h) of homo-
geneous solids scales principally ash2. Thus, from extrapo-
lation of currently observed band gap reduction from par
to complete ordering we can expect the band gap reduc
at full order,DEg(h.1), to be of the order of 1 eV. This
potentially very large band gap reduction raises a numbe
important questions. In particular, what is the magnitude a
origin of ordering-induced band gap reduction, as well
how doesDEg(h) scale withh and what can break thos
scaling laws? In this Rapid Communication we answer th
questions using predictive theoretical methods.

~i! The origin and magnitude of the band gap reducti
for completely orderedAlGaN2: In the band structure o
wurtzite AlN or GaN, the top of the valence band at theG
point is split by the crystal field into singly degenerateG1v
and doubly degenerateG5v states~Fig. 1, using nonrelativis-
tic notations!. The G1v state haspz character@with the z

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing different symmetry sta
of the valence~VB! and conduction~CB! bands of AlN and GaN
mapping onto same symmetry states of the perfectly orde
AlGaN2 phase. The numbers represent LDA-calculated eigen
ues, taking into account the LDA-calculated AlN/GaN valence ba
offset ~Ref. 30!.
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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axis along ~0001!#, whereas theG5v states havepx,y

character.12,13 The different character of these valence sta
results in two different types of optical transitions at thres
old: the xy-polarized G1c↔G5v and the z-polarized
G1c↔G1v , with different transition energies,Eg

(xy) andEg
(z) ,

respectively. Upon long-range ordering, theG1v state of the
wurtzite constituents AlN and GaN form theḠ1v(G1v) state
of ordered AlGaN2, whereas theG5v state of the wurtzite
constituents form theḠ3v(G5v) state of AlGaN2 ~we denote
states of the ordered compound by bar, and indicate its
enthood in parentheses!. The wurtzite structure also has
deeper valence state ofG6v symmetry ~Fig. 1!. This state
creates upon ordering anotherḠ3v(G6v) state. We see tha
valence band states of different symmetries (G6 andG5) in
the constituent compounds have now formed states of
same symmetry—Ḡ3v(G5v) and Ḡ3v(G6v)—in the ordered
alloy. These states must now repel each other~‘‘avoided
crossing’’!, thus displacing the valenceḠ3v(G5v) state up-
wards. Figure 1 also shows that theG1c andG3c conduction
states of the wurtzite constituents create, upon ordering,
equal-symmetry statesḠ1c(G1c) and Ḡ1c(G3c). Such states
must also repel each other, lowering the conduction b
minimum ~CBM!. Thus, upon ordering, the upward shift o
Ḡ3v(G5v) will reduce the Ḡ3v2Ḡ1c band gap, while the
downward shift of Ḡ1c(G1c) will reduce both theEg

(xy)

5Ḡ3v2Ḡ1c and theEg
(z)5Ḡ1v2Ḡ1c gaps.

To evaluate the magnitude of the ordering-induced b
gap reductions for Al0.5Ga0.5N alloy, we perform first-
principles calculations for AlN, GaN, ordered AlGaN2, and
random Al0.5Ga0.5N modeled by special quasirandom stru
tures ~SQS!,14 using 16 and 32 atom supercells~SQS8 and
SQS16!.14,15 We use the local-density approximation~LDA !
~Ref. 16! for the exchange-correlation potential. The calc
lations are done with the VASP plane-wave pseudopoten
code,17 using projector augmented wave~PAW! potentials.18

The Ga-d orbitals are included in the valence states. A 5
eV plane wave cutoff is used. The density of thek-point
samplings is chosen to be close to that with 40 irreducibk
points for a four-atom unit cell of wurtzite AlN or GaN. Th
lattice constant and c/a-ratio of the random alloy are fixed
the averages of the optimized AlN and GaN values, wh
allowing relaxation of all cell-internal atomic positions. A
the structural parameters of the ordered phase are fully o
mized. We do not include the small@<20 meV for GaN and
AlN ~Ref. 29!# spin-orbit interaction. The LDA calculate
maximal ordering-induced band gap reductions
Al0.5Ga0.5N are DEg

(xy)50.17 andDEg
(z)520.02 eV, while

for unpolarized light, whereEg5min$Eg
(xy) ,Eg

(z)%, the reduc-
tion is DEg50.09 eV~see, however, modified values in Fi
2 below!. Here the band gap reductions are defined as
differences between the optical transition energies of the
fectly ordered and perfectly random systems.

As Fig. 1 shows, in AlN the lowest-energy interband tra
sition is thez-polarizedG1v↔G1c , whereas in GaN it is the
xy-polarizedG5v↔G1c .12,13We find that the random alloy a
x50.5 has az-polarized transition, akin to AlN. Upon order
ing of Al0.5Ga0.5N, theḠ3v(G5v) state is repelled upward@by
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the lowerḠ3v(G6v) state#, whereas theḠ1v(G1v) state is not,
because there is no other near-lying state of the same s
metry. Thus, ordering changes significantly the crystal fi
splitting, Ḡ3v(G5v)2Ḡ1v(G1v), from 277 meV in random
alloy to 1113 meV in the ordered one. By changing the si
of the crystal field splitting, ordering also changes the po
ization of the principal optical transition fromz-polarized
Ḡ1v(G1v)↔Ḡ1c(G1c) in the random alloy toxy-polarized
Ḡ3v(G5v)↔Ḡ1c(G1c) in the ordered one. TheG5v2G6v en-
ergy difference of 0.93 eV in the random alloy transform
into a 0.2 eV largerḠ3v2Ḡ3v51.13 eV energy difference in
the ordered case. Similarly, ordering increases the separa
between the conduction band statesG3c2G1c , from 2.37 eV
in the random alloy toḠ1c2Ḡ1c52.54 eV in the ordered
case. In spite of this 0.17 eV increase, the LDA results sh
only a negligible change~in fact, a slight increase! in theEg

(z)

band gap. This can be caused by the fact that the LDA
culations significantly underestimate the band gaps, by u
40%, which increases the across-band-gapḠ1c↔Ḡ1v repul-
sion. Such an artificial increase in theḠ1c↔Ḡ1v repulsion
may suppress the effect of theḠ1c↔Ḡ1c repulsion on the
band gap.

~ii ! Scaling of the band gap reduction with the order p
rameter h: To simulate partially ordered alloys we use
relatively large, 1231238 primitive cells, or 4608 atoms
wurtzite supercell and occupy each cation cite by Al or
according to Eq.~1!. For a givenh, we average over a set o
5 different randomly generated configurations. Since s
large supercells are beyond the ability of first-principl
treatment, a different, though still fully atomistic, approa
is used.

The atomic positions are relaxed within the valence fo
field method~VFF!.19,20 We use the traditional VFF treat
ment of the wurtzite structure,21 as in a previous wurtzite
Al xGa12xN study.22 This includes bond bending and bon
streching terms, with force constants derived from LD
calculations.23 We do not include the long-range electrosta
terms to the VFF energy of wurtzite nitrides, studied recen
in Ref. 24, as we do not use the VFF method to obt
formation energies. Instead, we use the VFF method onl
optimize atomic positions, which are then used for electro
structure calculations. We find that our VFF method rep
duces well the atomic positions in AlxGa12xN alloys. For
example, for the AlGaN2 ordered phase the VFF~LDA ! op-
timized bond lengths are 1.89~1.88! Å for Al-N and 1.95
~1.94! Å for Ga-N bonds along the~0001! direction. For
bonds along other directions, we obtain 1.91~1.89! Å for
Al-N and 1.93~1.92! Å for Ga-N bonds.

The electronic structure is calculated using the recent
velopments in the empirical pseudopotential meth
~EPM!,25 which include local environment26 and local
strain27 dependences. The Schro¨dinger equation is efficiently
solved with the folded spectrum method.28 We fit screened
pseudopotentials for binary compounds to~i! measured prin-
cipal band gaps,29 ~ii ! LDA-calculated crystal field splittings
and AlN/GaN valence band offset,30 ~iii ! GW-calculated
band energies31 at high symmetry points,~iv! measured band
gap pressure coefficients,32 and~v! LDA calculated absolute
2-2
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valence band volume deformation potentials33 for a zinc
blende structure. The accuracy of the fit results compare
the target values is within 0.01 eV for principal band ga
less than 0.001 eV for the crystal field splittings and valen
band offsets; within around 0.1 eV for energies ofG5v ,
M1c , M4v , A1,3c , A5,6v , and L1,3c states; within 2% for
G3c , and within a few percent forK2c andH3c ; within 2%
for band gap pressure coefficients; and within 5% for vale
band volume deformation potentials. With the present pot
tial, a 1536-atom cell~and five configuration! calculation for
random Al0.5Ga0.5N alloy gives the band gap bowing coeffi
cient of 1.06 eV, which is in the range 0.7–1.33 eV of r
cently measured values.34 Our calculated effective masse
are close, within around 30%, to measured electron effec
masses29 and non-spin-orbit LDA calculated hole effectiv
masses,35 while being systematically underestimated. T
calculated band gap reductions areDEg

(xy)50.19(0.17),
DEg

(z)50.11 (20.02), and DEg50.15 (0.09) eV, which
are probably more accurate than the LDA values~in paren-
theses!.

Figure 2 shows how the band gap of the Al0.5Ga0.5N ran-
dom alloy depends on the degreeh of order. We separately
show the Ḡ1v↔Ḡ1c (z-polarized! and Ḡ3v↔Ḡ1c ~xy-
polarized! gaps. Consistent with our LDA results discuss
above, theEg

(xy) band-gap reduction at full ordering is notic
ably larger than the correspondingEg

(z) band-gap reduction
and the lowest-energy transition isz-polarized for the ran-
dom alloy andxy-polarized for the ordered one, as explain
above. Figure 2 also shows that the change from thez- to
xy-polarized lowest-energy gap occurs ath50.56, which is
the crossing point of theEg

(xy)(h) andEg
(z)(h) curves.

A general theoretical analysis11 proves that the band ga
dependence on the long-range order parameterh should be a
sum of even powers ofh, with a leading termh2 and pos-
sibly one or few non-negligible higher order correctio
(;h4,h6, . . . ). As demonstrated in Fig. 2, our calculate
Eg

(xy) andEg
(z) values for different degrees of orderh are fit

well with a01a2h21a4h4 curves~solid lines!. Here the fit
coefficients area054.642, a2520.217, anda450.023 eV

FIG. 2. Order-parameter dependence of band gap forxy-
polarized~XY! andz-polarized~Z! optical transitions in Al0.5Ga0.5N,
calculated using the empirical pseudopotential method. The s
lines show fits of the data points withEg(h)5a01a2h21a4h4

curves.
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for Eg
(xy)(h) and a054.598, a2520.050, and a45

20.064 eV forEg
(z)(h). From Fig. 2 we see that if one as

sumes a homogeneous partially ordered alloy, the band
reduction is rather small. Forh;0.3–0.6 it is less than 0.03
eV, much smaller than the observed8–10 redshifts of more
than 0.1 eV. To understand this discrepancy, we next cons
inhomogeneously orderedalloys.

~iii ! Coexistence of ordered and disordered domains:Mo-
lecular beam epitaxy grown partially ordered AlxGa12xN
and InxGa12xN layers are often found to consist of ordere
alloy domains embedded in random-alloy matrix,36,37 so that
measured order parameter could represent an average o
number of ordered and random domains.10 To model such a
situation, we consider a system of~0001!-orientedNord-layer
thick slabs of perfectly ordered AlGaN2 (h51) embedded

id
FIG. 3. Band gap reduction for ordered domains in a rand

matrix. EPM-calculated band gaps for systems ofNord-layer thick
perfectly ordered domains separated by (122Nord)-layer thick re-
gions of perfectly random alloy, simulated in a 12312312 ~6912
atoms! supercell. The insert shows a type II band alignme
between perfectly ordered and random alloys.

FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of thexy-averaged wave function
amplitude squared (ucu2) for the conduction band maximum
~CBM! and valence band minimum~VBM ! along thez axis of the
supercell~Z!, containing 9 ordered and 3 random layers~corre-
sponds toNord59 in Fig. 3!. Note that the CBM state is localize
on the ordered domain, whereas the VBM one is localized on
random domain.
2-3
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in (122Nord)-layer thick random-alloy slabs (h50). We
use a 12312312 supercell, consisting of 6912 atoms, av
aging over three configurations. The averaged order par
eter over supercell is defined ash̄5Nord/12. Remarkably,
already atNord54 –7 (h̄50.33–0.58) the calculated ban
gap reduction~Fig. 3! is as large as 0.1–0.15 eV, approac
ing the maximal band gap reduction value ofDEg(1)
50.15 eV. Thus, the existence of ordered and random
mains can explain the observation of.0.1 eV band gap re-
ductions for partially ordered, h50.3–0.6, alloys, even
though their values are close toDEg(h51). Theh2 andh4

scaling laws of homogeneous ordering are not applicabl
this case; thus simple extrapolations fromh50.3–0.6 toh
51 are unjustified.
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The insert in Fig. 3 shows that our predicted band alig
ment between ordered and disordered domains is type
Thus, if carriers can transport through the different doma
electrons will be localized in the ordered domains, wher
the holes will be in the random alloy part~as suggested in
Ref. 37!, leading to a band gap reduction that can ev
exceed that in the maximally ordered homogeneous al
This is illustrated by the VBM and CBM wavefunction plo
in Fig. 4. The charge separation may explain the long car
lifetimes measured in Ref. 37.
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